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General Enhancements

Link to Privacy Policies Enhancement
Organizations that handle personal information for people who live in the European Union must comply with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). An organization’s privacy policy outlines how the organization applies the GDPR’s data-protection principles to processing data. The statement should be easily accessible by data subjects (i.e., users).

Since EM version 15.0, links to the publisher’s data-use policies and the Aries Privacy Policy have appeared below the login functionality on each publication site. Links also appear on each user’s Update My Information page.

New in EM version 15.1 and 16.0, a PRIVACY link will appear in the navigation menu in the top banner. In this placement the link will always be visible to users while they are logged in to EM/PM.

New Privacy link (highlighted below) is added to the navigation menu in the top banner

Clicking the link directs users to a new Privacy page that will display two links: Publisher’s Data Use Privacy Policy and Editorial Manager Privacy Policy. These link to the same two policy documents as the existing links on the login page and Update My Information page.

New Privacy page may be accessed via the Privacy link in the top banner

TO CONFIGURE:
No configuration is required.
Reporting Enhancements

**EAR Author List Changes Table Added**
New in EM version 15.1, the Author List Changes table (currently available through General Data Export) is made available in Enterprise Analytics Reporting. This table provides visibility to any changes made to a submission’s list of Authors. It records the previous and new details for any Author whose order in the list was changed or whose status as the Corresponding Author was changed since the submission’s last revision.

**TO CONFIGURE:**
No configuration is necessary. Users with reporting permissions on a publication using Enterprise Analytics Reporting will see the Author List Changes table in the drop-down list of tables and views.

**EAR/XEAR Submission Production View Enhanced with Additional Fields**
In EM version 15.1, the Submission Production View, available through Custom Reports, single-publication Enterprise Analytics Reporting and Cross-Publication Enterprise Analytics Reporting, is enhanced with the addition of four fields. The Submission Production View shows manuscript metadata and production metadata for the most recent revision of a submission.

The four fields being added to the view are:
- Article Title [DOCUMENT.DTITLE]
- Abstract [DOCUMENT.ABSTRACT_TEXT]
- Secondary Full Title [SECONDARY_DOCUMENT_INFO.TITLE]
- Secondary Abstract SECONDARY_DOCUMENT_INFO.ABSTRACT

**TO CONFIGURE:**
No configuration is necessary. Users with reporting permissions will see these fields in the existing Submission Production View and Cross-Publication Submission Production View.
**EAR/XEAR Transfers and Transfer Offers View**

New in EM version 15.1, the Transfers and Transfer Offers View is introduced for use with single-publication Enterprise Analytics and Custom Reporting. The Cross-Publication Transfers and Offers View is available for Cross-Publication Enterprise Analytics Reporting.

The view contains all submissions that have been transferred in or out of a publication, as well as any submissions for which the publication has made a transfer offer to the Author. If a transfer offer has been made to one or more publications, the view returns one row for each transfer target publication (accepted or declined) presented to the Author.

**TO CONFIGURE:**

No configuration is necessary. Users with reporting permissions will see this new view in Custom Reports. Users with reporting permissions on a publication using EAR or XEAR will also have access to this new view through those menus.

---

**EAR/XEAR Subject Access Report View**

As part of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) users may request access to any personal data that a publication has stored related to them. New in EM version 15.1, the Subject Access Report View enables an Editor or publication staff to retrieve that data quickly and easily. This view can be used to display all personal information stored for an individual’s People ID. The Subject Access Report View is available for Custom Reports and Enterprise Analytics Reporting. The Cross-Publication Subject Access Report View is available for Cross-Publication Enterprise Analytics Reporting.

Recommendations for use: For single-publication reporting, apply the People ID as a filter. For cross-publication reporting, filter on a user-identifying field or fields, such as Last Name + Email Address.

**TO CONFIGURE:**

No configuration is necessary. Users with reporting permissions will see this new view in Custom Reports. Users with reporting permissions on a publication using EAR or XEAR will also have access to this new view through those menus.